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Longleaf Partners Global UCITS Fund 3Q23 Review 

Disclosures: Portfolio Returns on 31/12/22 – Net of Fees 
 

Calendar Year Total Return (%) 
Past performance does not predict future returns. 

 
Class I 
(USD) 

FTSE 
Developed 

(USD) 

MSCI 
World 
(USD) 

 
Class I 
(EUR) 

FTSE 
Developed 

(EUR) 

MSCI 
World 
(EUR) 

 
Class I 
(GBP) 

FTSE 
Developed 

(GBP) 

MSCI 
World 
(GBP) 

2013* 36.69 26.09 26.68  31.07 20.64 21.20  1.76    0.29    0.31    

2014 -1.25 4.52 4.94  12.28 19.02 19.50  4.84    11.02    11.46    

2015 -10.28 -0.81 -0.87  -0.34 10.49 10.42  -5.28    4.94    4.87    

2016 16.64 7.55 7.51  20.15 10.77 10.73  39.14    28.29    28.24    

2017 23.62 23.18 22.40  8.42 8.20 7.51  12.77    12.52    11.81    

2018 -15.57 -9.13 -8.71  -11.98 -4.55 -4.11  -10.51    -3.48    -3.04    

2019 17.54 27.27 27.67  20.04 29.61 30.02  13.07    22.35    22.74    

2020 3.46 16.11 15.90  -5.05 6.52 6.33  0.15    12.53    12.32    

2021 5.73 20.87 21.82  13.45 30.05 31.07  6.79    21.99    22.94    

2022 -22.72 -18.15 -18.14  -17.76 -12.79 -12.78  -13.41  -7.84    -7.83    

* 2013 is a partial year for the GBP class, which had an inception date of 13 November 2013 
 

 
Past performance does not predict future returns. The following performance is additional to, and 
should be read only in conjunction with, the performance data presented above. 

      Annualized Total Return 

    
3Q 
(%) 

YTD 
(%) 

1 Year 
(%) 

3 Year 
(%) 

5 Year 
(%) 

 
10 Year 

(%) 

Since 
Inception* 

(%) 
          

Global UCITS Fund (USD)    -3.33  14.86 26.25 2.95 -0.93 3.03 4.24 

FTSE Developed     -3.43 10.93 22.13 7.84 7.02 8.12 8.48 

*Inception date of 2010/01/04 
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Longleaf Partners  
Global UCITS 
Fund Commentary 
3Q23  

 

 
Longleaf Partners Global UCITS Fund declined -3.33% in the third quarter, in line with 
the FTSE Developed Index, which fell -3.43%. Equity markets were in risk-off mode 
during the third quarter, driven by high inflation and higher-for-longer interest rates in 
Western markets, coupled with a weak Chinese economy. With persistent geopolitical 
headwinds, sentiment broadly remained negative, and volatility was high. Most of our 
companies saw solid operational progress, translating into positive stock performance 
at some of our larger positions in a quarter when only Energy and Communication 
Services were positive absolute sectors for the FTSE Developed Index.  

The Global UCITS Fund has no exposure to the small handful of mega-cap stocks that 
have dominated global markets and are trading at historic valuation multiples. Many 
headlines refer to the “Magnificent Seven,” but we prefer to look at the top 11 most 
actively traded stocks globally, all of which are in the US. These 11 stocks (comprised of 
the Magnificent Seven + Advanced Micro Devices, Adobe, Broadcom and Netflix) have a 
combined market cap of over $11 trillion and a weighted average price to earnings 
ratio (P/E) of 29x, while the rest of the FTSE Developed trades at approximately 14x. 
These already huge companies are facing increased competition against one another 
coming off all-time-high aggregate profits on the back of increased interest rates. By 
contrast, the Global UCITS Fund owns high-quality businesses, led by management 
teams that are executing across the board, and the portfolio trades at 12.6x P/E on not 
yet optimized earnings, even after returning 26% over the last 12 months. We are 
confident in the portfolio’s positioning for future relative outperformance in multiple 
market environments. 

  

Fund Characteristics 
 

P/V Ratio Low-60s%  

Cash 8.7%  

# of Holdings 25  
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9/30/2023 
Price-to-Earnings Ratio  
(Next Twelve Months) 

  Average 
Weighted 
Average 

Global UCITS Fund   12.58 
S&P 500 Top 11  29.49 29.46 
FTSE Developed   15.54 

 
We encourage you to watch our Longleaf Global Fund (US mutual fund managed by 
the same team) video with Portfolio Managers Ross Glotzbach and 

Staley Cates for a more detailed review of the quarter. 

 

Contribution To Return 

 

• CNX Resources – Natural gas company CNX Resources was the top performer in 
the quarter. The company benefited from rising energy prices, as well as strong 
operational execution. CNX remains highly discounted, as the market does not give 
the company credit for its longer-term undrilled assets or its “new technology 
investments,” which include methods to reduce carbon on a net basis. 
Management expects this to be a material business for CNX over the longer term, 
but for now it is a high-quality hidden asset. CNX has taken advantage of the price 
disconnect through meaningful share repurchase.  

 3Q Bottom Five  

Company Name 
Total 

Return (%) 

Contribution to 
Return 

(%) 

Portfolio 
Weight (%) 
(30/9/23) 

    

Delivery Hero  -29 -1.01  2.4  

IAC -20  -0.99  4.5  

Warner Bros 
Discovery  

-13  -0.79  4.9  

MGM Resorts  -16  -0.69  3.7  

Affiliate Managers 
Group  

-13  -0.58  4.3  

 3Q Top Five  

Company Name 
Total 

Return (%) 

Contribution to 
Return 

(%) 

Portfolio 
Weight (%) 
(30/9/23) 

    

CNX Resources 27 1.31 6.1 

Mattel 13 0.50 4.7 

Glanbia 11 0.49 4.1 

Warner Music 
Group 

21 0.44 2.8 

FedEx 7 0.39 6.1 

https://southeasternasset.com/podcasts/3q-2023-global-portfolio-manager-review/
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• Mattel – Global toy and media company Mattel contributed in the quarter on the 
back of the success of the Barbie movie. Beyond the near-term positive financial 
impact, the Barbie movie is emblematic of Ynon Kreiz’s plan to monetize the strong 
intellectual property that the company owns. When we interviewed Kreiz on the 
Price-to-Value Podcast in June 2020, he said, “Barbie is so much more than a toy. 
Barbie at this point is a cultural phenomenon, and the consumers have a very 
strong emotional connection with our brands.” We expect Mattel to continue to 
monetize more of its strong brands in ways beyond selling toys.  

• Delivery Hero – German-listed food delivery business Delivery Hero, a new position 
initiated in 2Q23, was the largest detractor. We have followed the business closely 
through our investment in Prosus, which is a 30% owner of Delivery Hero. Delivery 
Hero is headquartered and listed in Germany, but the majority of its business is in 
Asia and the Middle East and North Africa, where it has number one market share 
in countries like Korea, Saudi Arabia and UAE. Delivery Hero was a large beneficiary 
of Covid lockdowns, when people were stuck at home and used the service to 
deliver food and groceries, leading to unsustainable demand growth that has 
plateaued this year, leading to a sharp decline in the share price. This extreme 
swing gave us the opportunity to invest in this high-quality business with a 
management team that is clearly focused on balancing growth and profitability, with 
compensation aligned to these goals. We expect to see management exit markets 
where they do not have a leading position, which would reduce cash burn 
substantially and focus the business on core markets. We believe that Prosus’ 
presence will ensure capital allocation and operational discipline, and we added to 
the position in the quarter as the stock price pulled back.  

• IAC – Digital holding company IAC was also a top detractor in the quarter after 
reporting weak earnings, particularly at underlying holding Angi, which represents a 
relatively small (single-digit %) proportion of the value but has an outsized impact 
on IAC’s stock price. Casino and online gaming company MGM Resorts (which we 
also own directly and was a detractor in the quarter) comprises the largest portion 
of the IAC value. MGM faced multiple headwinds this quarter with a cyberattack 
that impacted all its properties and pending labor strikes in Las Vegas. Even with 
these events factored into our appraisal, MGM remains highly discounted today, 
and management is taking advantage of the price weakness to add value through 
meaningful share repurchase. Dotdash Meredith should begin showing its true 

https://southeasternasset.com/podcasts/mattel-ynon-kreiz-on-the-enduring-power-of-brands-and-navigating-a-global-pandemic-2/
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earnings power as synergies of the merger begin to materialize. IAC is focused on 
growing the value of its hidden assets, like Care.com and Turo, which might go 
public later this year. IAC is well positioned with a net cash balance sheet to go on 
offense in any kind of market environment and offers a meaningful margin of safety 
and upside opportunity from today’s depressed level.  

• Warner Bros Discovery – Media conglomerate Warner Bros Discovery (WBD) 
declined in the quarter with a combination of the writers’ and actors’ strikes 
headlines, and a fight between Charter and Disney that led to more concerns 
about the linear and streaming profit structure. Although both situations actually 
improved as the quarter went on, both created uncertainty that weighed heavily on 
the WBD stock price in the near term. The underlying business is executing better, 
with solid free cash flow generation reported in the quarter that should continue 
for the foreseeable future. The competitive landscape is getting brighter with 
multiple streamers taking price increases. WBD is in the hands of a strong 
management team and board that are focused on creating long-term value for 
shareholders.  

 
Portfolio Activity 
After a busy first half of the year, we initiated two new positions in the quarter. We 
bought Fortune Brands, a large conglomerate that has strategically slimmed down to a 
high-quality owner of plumbing and other housing-related businesses, which we own 
in our US large cap strategy. We also initiated a position in Swiss luxury goods business 
Richemont, a long-term holding in our non-US strategy, which reached a trough 
valuation multiple in the quarter in the face of macro concerns that impacted the 
luxury goods indiscriminately. Richemont’s market leading brands Cartier and Van 
Cleef and Arpels are well positioned to benefit from long-term structural growth 
themes that we believe are still very much intact. We exited long-term holdings General 
Electric (GE) and CK Hutchison. GE was a multi-year portfolio holding for us that started 
out rocky but ultimately was a good illustration of owning a “quality” business that was 
temporarily viewed as “value” (aka, perceived as low quality) before ultimately being 
weighed properly by the market. CEO Larry Culp was a great partner, creating 
significant value for shareholders and closing the price-to-value gap. Under his 
leadership, GE materially improved its operations and is well under way on plans to 
simplify the business by separating it into three world-class companies. The market has 
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finally caught up with reality versus perception and is pricing GE accordingly. 
Unfortunately, this means we no longer see a margin of safety for the business but will 
continue to watch GE and Culp closely and hope to have the opportunity to partner 
with him again. We exited CK Hutchison as a result of a lack of value growth and 
disappointing capital allocation, coupled with increasingly challenging macro-economic 
headwinds.  We also sold smaller positions in Hasbro, Kansai Paint and Fiserv, all of 
which ran away from us with positive price performance before we could fill out full 
positions. 

Outlook  
Despite disappointing short-term absolute returns in the quarter, we are pleased with 
the progress made across the businesses we own amid a challenging market with 
investors increasingly turning to an ever-narrower group of mega-cap companies or, 
on the other side of the barbell, retreating to cash that now earns something. As the 
valuation gap between what has worked and the rest of the market stretched even 
wider, we have grown more confident in our outlook for the portfolio from here. We 
own competitively entrenched businesses with strong balance sheets and 
management teams that are on offense. Our portfolio holdings in aggregate have 
grown their values this year. The portfolio ended the quarter with a price-to-value ratio 
in the low-60s%, offering meaningful upside potential. As more bottom-up 
opportunities have qualified this year, we have improved the quality of the portfolio 
over the last several quarters and have a strong and growing pipeline of new 
investments. We are confident our businesses will continue to deliver and are grateful 
for your continued partnership. 

 

See following page for important disclosures. 
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The Fund is actively managed. It uses the FTSE Developed Index (USD/EUR/GBP) as a 
‘comparator benchmark’ to compare the performance of the Fund against, but which is not used 
to constrain portfolio composition or as a target for the performance of the Fund. 

Risk/Reward Profile:  As this Fund has such a broad selection of investment choices, there are 
many factors that could affect performance. These could include changes in the performance of 
different industrial sectors and individual securities.  The performance of the Class I GBP Shares 
may also be affected by the exchange rate with U.S. Dollars, the currency in which the Fund is 
denominated, as the Investment Manager will not purchase financial instruments to mitigate any 
such potential changes.  Because the Fund generally invests in 20 to 25 companies, each holding 
could have a greater impact on the Fund's performance than if a greater number of securities 
were held. Because the Fund invests in companies located in the Asia Pacific Region, negative 
events related to the Asia Pacific Region could have a greater adverse impact on performance 
than in a more geographically diversified Fund. Investment in China and other emerging markets 
may expose the Fund to more social, political, regulatory, and currency risks than securities in 
developed markets. A party with whom the Fund contracts with regard to the Fund's assets may 
fail to meet its obligations or become bankrupt which may expose the Fund to a financial loss. 
Derivatives may fluctuate in value rapidly and certain derivatives may introduce leverage which 
may result in losses that are greater than the original amount invested. Losses to the Fund may 
occur as a result of human error, system and/ or process failures, inadequate procedures or 
controls.  The value of the shares may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the 
amount invested. For a more detailed explanation of these and other risks please refer to the 
Prospectus under the "Risk Factors and Special Considerations" section. 

This is a marketing communication. Please refer to the link below for the Prospectus and other 
offering documentation before making any final investment decision. A Prospectus is available 
for the Fund and key investor information documents (“KIIDs”) are available for each share class 
of the Fund. The Fund’s Prospectus can be obtained from www.southeasternasset.comand is 
available in English. The KIIDs can be obtained from this website and are available in one of the 
official languages of each of the EU Member States into which each share class has been notified 
for marketing under the Directive 2009/65/EC (THE “UCITS Directive”). Full information on 
associated risks can be found in the Prospectus and KIIDs. In addition, a summary of investor 
rights is available on this website. The summary is available in English. The Fund is currently 
notified for marketing into a number of EU Member States under the UCITS Directive. KBA 
Consulting Management Limited (“KBA”), the management company, can terminate such 
notifications for any share class of the Fund at any time using the process contained in Article 
93a of the UCITS Directive. 
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Any subscription may only be made on the terms of the Prospectus and subject to completion 
of a subscription agreement.  
 
P/V ("price-to-value") is a calculation that compares the prices of the stocks in a portfolio to 
Southeastern's appraisal of their intrinsic values.  The ratio represents a single data point 
about a Fund and should not be construed as something more.  P/V does not guarantee future 
results, and we caution investors not to give this calculation undue weight.  
 
"Margin of Safety" is a reference to the difference between a stock's market price and 
Southeastern's calculated appraisal value.  It is not a guarantee of investment performance or 
returns.   
 
Information regarding the Longleaf (US) Global Fund is for informational purposes only and 
is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of that Fund, 
which is not available for distribution outside of the United States.  
 
 
Important information for Australian investors:  
Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. ("Southeastern") has authorised the issue of this 
material for use solely by wholesale clients (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) of 
Southeastern or of any of its related bodies corporate.  By accepting this material, a wholesale 
client agrees not to reproduce or distribute any part of the material, nor make it available to 
any retail client, without Southeastern's prior written consent.   
 
Southeastern is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence 
(AFSL) under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) in respect of financial services, in reliance on 
ASIC Class Order 03/1100, a copy of which may be obtained at the web site of the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission, http://www.asic.gov.au.  
The class order exempts bodies regulated by the US Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) from the requirement to hold an AFSL where they provide financial services to 
wholesale clients in Australia on certain conditions.  Financial services provided by 
Southeastern are regulated by the SEC, which are different from the laws applying in 
Australia.  
 
Important information for Belgian investors:  
This document and the information contained herein are private and confidential and are for 
the use on a confidential basis only by the persons to whom such material is addressed.  This 
document does not constitute and may not be construed as the provision of investment 
advice, an offer to sell, or an invitation to purchase, securities in any jurisdiction where such 
offer or invitation is unauthorized.  The Longleaf Partners Global UCITS Fund and Longleaf 
Partners Asia Pacific UCITS Fund have not been and will not be registered with the Belgian 
Financial Services and Markets Authority (Autoriteit voor financiële diensten en markten/ 
Autorité des services et marchés financiers) as a foreign collective investment undertaking 
under Article 127 of the Belgian Law of July 20th 2004 on certain forms of collective 
management of investment portfolios.  The offer in Belgium has not been and will not be 
notified to the Financial Services and Markets Authority, nor has this document been nor will 
it be approved by the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority.  The shares issued 
by the Funds shall, whether directly or indirectly, only be offered, sold, transferred or 
delivered in Belgium to individuals or legal entities who are Institutional or Professional 
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Investors" in the sense of Article 5§3 of the Belgian Law of July 20th 2004 on certain forms 
of collective management of investment portfolios (as amended from time to time), acting for 
their own account and the offer requires a minimum consideration of €250,000 per investor 
and per offer.  Prospective investors are urged to consult their own legal, financial and tax 
advisers as to the consequences that may arise from an investment in the Fund.  
 
Important information for Brazilian investors:  
THE PRODUCTS MENTIONED HEREUNDER HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE 
REGISTERED WITH ANY SECURITIES EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR OTHER SIMILAR 
AUTHORITY IN BRAZIL, INCLUDING THE BRAZILIAN SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION (COMISSÃO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS - "CVM").  SUCH PRODUCTS 
WILL NOT BE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY OFFERED OR SOLD WITHIN BRAZIL 
THROUGH ANY PUBLIC OFFERING, AS DETERMINED BY BRAZILIAN LAW AND BY 
THE RULES ISSUED BY CVM, INCLUDING LAW NO. 6,385 (DECEMBER 7TH, 1976) AND 
CVM RULE NO. 400 (DECEMBER 29TH, 2003), AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME, OR 
ANY OTHER LAW OR RULES THAT MAY REPLACE THEM IN THE FUTURE.  
ACTS INVOLVING A PUBLIC OFFERING IN BRAZIL, AS DEFINED UNDER BRAZILIAN 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS AND BY THE RULES ISSUED BY THE CVM, INCLUDING 
LAW NO. 6,385 (DECEMBER 7TH, 1976) AND CVM RULE NO. 400 (DECEMBER 29TH, 
2003), AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME, OR ANY OTHER LAW OR RULES THAT MAY 
REPLACE THEM IN THE FUTURE, MUST NOT BE PERFORMED WITHOUT SUCH PRIOR 
REGISTRATION.  PERSONS WISHING TO ACQUIRE THE PRODUCTS OFFERED 
HEREUNDER IN BRAZIL SHOULD CONSULT WITH THEIR OWN COUNSEL AS TO THE 
APPLICABILITY OF THESE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OR ANY EXEMPTION 
THEREFROM.  [WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO THE ABOVE, THE SALE AND SOLICITATION 
IS LIMITED TO QUALIFIED INVESTORS AS DEFINED BY CVM RULE NO. 409 (AUGUST 
18TH, 2004), AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME OR AS DEFINED BY ANY OTHER 
RULE THAT MY REPLACE IT IN THE FUTURE.  THIS DOCUMENT IS CONFIDENTIAL 
AND INTENDED SOLELY FOR THE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE AND CANNOT BE 
DELIVERED OR DISCLOSED IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER TO ANY PERSON OR 
ENTITY OTHER THAN THE ADDRESSEE.  
 
Important information for Danish investors:  
Each Fund's prospectus has not been and will not be filed with or approved by the Danish 
Financial Supervisory Authority or any other regulatory authority in Denmark and the shares 
have not been and are not intended to be listed on a Danish stock exchange or a Danish 
authorized market place.  Furthermore, the shares have not been and will not be offered to 
the public in Denmark.  Consequently, these materials may not be made available nor may 
the shares otherwise be marketed or offered for sale directly or indirectly in Denmark.  
 
Important information for Guernsey investors:  
Neither the Guernsey Financial Services Commission nor the States of Guernsey Policy 
Council take any responsibility for the financial soundness of the Longleaf Partners UCITS 
Funds or for the correctness of any of the statements made or opinions expressed with regard 
to it.  If you are in any doubt about the contents of this document you should consult your 
accountant, legal or professional adviser or financial adviser. Southeastern Asset 
Management has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated in this document 
are true and accurate in all material respects, and that there are no other facts the omission 
of which would make misleading any statement in the document, whether of facts or of 
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opinion.  It should be remembered that the price of Fund shares and the income from them 
can go down as well as up.  
 
Important information for Hong Kong investors:  
No person may offer or sell in Hong Kong, by means of any document, any Shares other than 
(a) to "professional investors" as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) 
of Hong Kong and any rules made under that Ordinance; or (b) in other circumstances which 
do not result in the document being a "prospectus" as defined in the Companies Ordinance 
(Cap.  32) of Hong Kong or which do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning 
of that Ordinance.  No person may issue, or have in its possession for the purposes of issue, 
whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertisement, invitation or document relating to 
the Shares, which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, 
the public in Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) 
other than with respect to Shares which are or are intended to be disposed of only to persons 
outside Hong Kong or only to "professional investors" as defined in the Securities and Futures 
Ordinance (Cap.  571) of Hong Kong and any rules made under that Ordinance.  
WARNING  
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong 
Kong.  You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer.  If you are in any doubt 
about the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice.  
 
Important information for Indian investors:  
Southeastern Asset Management Inc.'s products and services are not being offered to the 
public and are only for private placement purposes.  This marketing material is addressed 
solely to you and is for your exclusive use.  Any offer or invitation by Southeastern is capable 
of acceptance only by you and is not transferrable.  This marketing material has not been 
registered as a prospectus with the Indian authorities.  Accordingly, this may not be 
distributed or given to any person other than you and should not be reproduced, in whole or 
in part.  This offer is made in reliance to the private placement exemption under Indian laws.   
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Important information for Italian investors:  
No offering of shares of the Longleaf Partners Unit Trust comprised of the Longleaf Partners 
Global UCITS Fund and Longleaf Partners Asia Pacific UCITS Fund (the "Funds") has been 
cleared by the relevant Italian supervisory authorities.  Thus, no offering of the Funds can be 
carried out in the Republic of Italy and this marketing document shall not be circulated 
therein – not even solely to professional investors or under a private placement – unless the 
requirements of Italian law concerning the offering of securities have been complied with, 
including (i) the requirements set forth by Article 42 and Article 94 and seq. of Legislative 
Decree No 58 of February 24 1998 and CONSOB Regulation No 11971 of May 14 1999, and (ii) 
all other Italian securities tax and exchange controls and any other applicable laws and 
regulations, all as amended from time to time.  We are sending you the attached material as 
a follow up to the specific request received by you.  You are fully aware that the Funds have 
not been registered for offering in Italy pursuant to the Italian internal rules implementing 
the UCITS IV directive.  Therefore, you are expressly fully aware that the Italian protections 
granted by the applicable legal framework would not apply and you would be exclusively 
responsible for the decision to invest in the Funds.  Moreover, you represent that you would 
only invest directly or on behalf of third parties to the extent that this is fully lawful and you 
comply with any conduct of business rules applicable to you in connection with such 
investment.  You agree to refrain from providing any document relating to the Funds to any 
party unless this is fully compliant with applicable law.  
 
Important information for Jersey investors:  
Financial services advertisement.  This document relates to a private placement and does not 
constitute an offer to the public in Jersey to subscribe for the Shares offered hereby.  No 
regulatory approval has been sought to the offer in Jersey and it must be distinctly understood 
that the Jersey Financial Services Commission does not accept any responsibility for the 
financial soundness of or any representations made in connection with the Fund.  The offer 
of Shares is personal to the person to whom this document is being delivered by or on behalf 
of the Fund, and a subscription for the Shares will only be accepted from such person.  This 
document may not be reproduced or used for any other purpose.  
 
Important information for Monaco investors:  
The Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds described in this document have not been registered for 
sale in Monaco under applicable law.  Neither the Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds nor its 
agents are licensed or authorized to engage in marketing activities in Monaco.  Any marketing 
or sale of Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds will be undertaken or made in strict compliance 
with applicable law in Monaco.  By receiving this document, each recipient resident in 
Monaco acknowledges and agrees that it has contacted the Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds 
at its own initiative and not as a result of any promotion or publicity by the Longleaf Partners 
UCITS Funds or any of its agents or representatives.  Monaco residents acknowledge that (1) 
the receipt of this document does not constitute a solicitation from the Longleaf Partners 
UCITS Funds for its products and/or services, and (2) they are not receiving from the 
Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds any direct or indirect promotion or marketing of financial 
products and/or services.  This document is strictly private and confidential and may not be 
(1) reproduced or used for any purpose other than evaluation of a potential investment in the 
Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds by the intended recipient, or (2) provided to any person or 
entity other than the intended recipient.  
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Important information for New Zealand investors:  
No shares are offered to the public.  Accordingly, the shares may not, directly or indirectly, be 
offered, sold or delivered in New Zealand, nor may any offering document or advertisement 
in relation to any offer of the shares be distributed in New Zealand, other than: (A) to persons 
whose principal business is the investment of money or who, in the course of and for the 
purposes of their business, habitually invest money or who in all circumstances can be 
properly regarded as having been selected otherwise than as members of the public; or (B) in 
other circumstances where there is no contravention of the Securities Act 1978 of New 
Zealand.  
 
Important Information for Oman investors:  
The Longleaf Partners APAC UCITS Fund has not been registered or approved by the Central 
Bank of Oman, the Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the Oman Capital Market 
Authority or any other authority in the Sultanate of Oman.  Southeastern Asset Management, 
Inc. has not been authorized or licensed by the Central Bank of Oman, the Oman Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry, the Oman Capital Market Authority or any other authority in the 
Sultanate of Oman, for discretionary investment management within the Sultanate of Oman.  
The shares in the Longleaf Partners APAC UCITS Fund have not and will not be listed on any 
stock exchange in the Sultanate of Oman.  No marketing of any financial products or services 
has been or will be made from within the Sultanate of Oman and no subscription to any 
securities, products or financial services may or will be consummated within the Sultanate of 
Oman.  Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. is not a licensed broker, dealer, financial 
advisor or investment advisor licensed under the laws applicable in the Sultanate of Oman, 
and, as such, does not advise individuals resident in the Sultanate of Oman as to the 
appropriateness of investing in or purchasing or selling securities or other financial products.  
Nothing contained in this document is intended to constitute investment, legal, tax, 
accounting or other professional advice in, or in respect of, the Sultanate of Oman.  This 
document is confidential and for your information only and nothing is intended to endorse 
or recommend a particular course of action.  You should consult with an appropriate 
professional for specific advice rendered on the basis of your situation.  
 
 
Important Information for Qatar investors:  
This document is not intended to constitute an offer, sale or delivery of the Longleaf Partners 
UCITS Funds or other securities under the laws of the State of Qatar.  The offer of the Longleaf 
Partners UCITS Funds has not been and will not be licensed pursuant to Law No. 8 of 2012 
("QFMA Law") establishing the Qatar Financial Markets Authority ("QFMA") and the 
regulatory regime thereunder (including in particular the QFMA Regulations issued vide 
QFMA Board Resolution No.1 of 2008, QFMA Offering and Listing Rulebook of Securities of 
November 2010 ("QFMA Securities Regulations") and the Qatar Exchange Rulebook of 
August 2010) or the rules and regulations of the Qatar Financial Centre ("QFC") or any laws 
of the State of Qatar.  The document does not constitute a public offer of securities in the State 
of Qatar under the QFMA Securities Regulations or otherwise under any laws of the State of 
Qatar.  The Longleaf Partners UCTIS Funds are only being offered to a limited number of 
investors, less than a hundred in number, who are willing and able to conduct an independent 
investigation of the risks involved in an investment in such Funds.  No transaction will be 
concluded in the jurisdiction of the State of Qatar (including the QFC).  
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Important information for South African investors:  
Nothing in this document is intended to be investment advice or a recommendation, guidance 
or proposal of a financial nature in respect of any investment issued by Southeastern Asset 
Management or any transaction in relation thereto. Southeastern Asset Management is not a 
financial services provider in South Africa and nothing in this document should be construed as 
constituting the canvassing for, or marketing or advertising of financial services by 
Southeastern Asset Management in South Africa. 
 
Important information for Spanish investors:  
The sale of the shares of Longleaf Partners Global UCITS Fund and Longleaf Partners Asia 
Pacific UCITS Fund (the "Funds") which this document refers to have not been registered 
with the Spanish National Securities Market Commission ("Comision Nacional del Mercado 
de Valores") pursuant to Spanish laws and regulations and do not form part of any public 
offer of such securities in Spain.  Accordingly, no shares in the Funds may be, and/or are 
intended to be publicly offered, marketed or promoted, nor any public offer in respect thereof 
made, in Spain, nor may these documents or any other offering materials relating to the offer 
of shares in the Fund be distributed, in the Kingdom of Spain, by the Distributor or any other 
person on their behalf, except in circumstances which do not constitute a public offering and 
marketing in Spain within the meaning of Spanish laws or without complying with all legal 
and regulatory requirements in relation thereto.  This document and any other material 
relating to Fund shares are strictly confidential and may not be distributed to any person or 
any entity other than its recipients.  
 
Important information for Swedish investors:  
The following materials are intended only for qualified investors.  This material shall not be 
reproduced or publicly distributed.  The Longleaf Partners Unit Trust is not authorised under 
the Swedish Investment Funds Act.  The shares of the Fund are being offered to a limited 
number of qualified investors and therefore this document has not been, and will not be, 
registered with the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority under the Swedish Financial 
Instruments Trading Act.  Accordingly, this document may not be made available, nor may 
the shares otherwise be marketed and offered for sale in Sweden, other than in circumstances 
which are deemed not to be an offer to the public in Sweden under the Financial Instruments 
Trading Act.  
 
Important information for Swiss investors: 
The jurisdiction of origin for the Fund is Ireland. The Representative for Units distributed in 
Switzerland is FundRock Switzerland SA., Route de Cité-Ouest 2, 1196 Gland, Switzerland. 
The Prospectus, the Simplified Prospectuses in respect of the Fund, the trust deed, as well as 
the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge from the representative 
in Switzerland.  The current document is intended for informational purposes only and shall 
not be used as an offer to buy and/or sell shares.  The performance shown does not take 
account of any commissions and costs charged when subscribing to and redeeming shares.  
Past performance may not be a reliable guide to future performance.  
 
Important information for UAE investors:  
This document is being issued to a limited number of selected institutional/sophisticated 
investors: (a) upon their request and confirmation that they understand that neither 
Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. nor the Longleaf Partners Asia Pacific UCITS Fund 
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have been approved or licensed by or registered with the United Arab Emirates Central Bank 
("UAE Central Bank"), the Securities and Commodities Authority ("SCA"), the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority ("DFSA") or any other relevant licensing authorities or 
governmental agencies in the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC),nor has the 
placement agent, if any, received authorization or licensing from the UAE Central Bank, SCA, 
the DFSA or any other relevant licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the United 
Arab Emirates (including the DIFC); (b) on the condition that it will not be provided to any 
person other than the original recipient, is not for general circulation in the United Arab 
Emirates (including the DIFC) and may not be reproduced or used for any other purpose; and 
(c) on the condition that no sale of securities or other investment products in relation to or in 
connection with either Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. or the Longleaf Partners Asia 
Pacific UCITS Fund is intended to be consummated within the United Arab Emirates 
(including in the DIFC).  Neither the UAE Central Bank, SCA nor the DFSA have approved 
this document or any associated documents, and have no responsibility for them.  The shares 
in the Longleaf Partners Asia Pacific UCITS Fund are not offered or intended to be sold 
directly or indirectly to retail investors or the public in the United Arab Emirates (including 
the DIFC).  No agreement relating to the sale of the shares is intended to be consummated in 
the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC).  The shares to which this document may 
relate may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale.  Prospective investors 
should conduct their own due diligence on the shares.  If you do not understand the contents 
of this document you should consult an authorized financial advisor. 
 
Important information for UK investors:  
The KIID and Full Prospectus (including any supplements) for this Fund are available from 
Southeastern Asset Management International (UK.) Limited which is authorized and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom.  
In the United Kingdom, this document is being distributed only to and is directed at (a) 
persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within 
article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 
2001 (as amended) (the "Order") or (b) high net worth entities and other persons to whom it 
may be otherwise lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(2) of the Order (all such 
persons being referred to as "relevant persons").  This document must not be acted on or 
relied on by persons who are not relevant persons.  Any investment activity to which this 
document relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with 
relevant persons.  Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this 
document or any of its contents. 


